ALL EVENTS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
FOR MORE INFO CALL (770) 828-8521 OR VISIT WESTGA.EDU/~ARTDEPT
SUPPORT FOR THE UWG GALLERY PROGRAM IS PROVIDED BY SAFBA

**TERRI DILLING: SECRET GARDENS**
**August 26 - September 26**
**ARTIST TALK: THURSDAY SEPT 12, 4PM, RECEPTION 5-7PM**

Terri Dilling is a painter and printmaker who is inspired by the beauty and complexity of the natural world. She utilizes patterns and motifs in her work to evoke a landscape or garden, but also explores microscopic worlds of the natural world. Originally from Indiana, Dilling lives and works in Atlanta. She has received numerous grants and awards, including a Center for Chemical Evolution project grant, Art on the Beltline project grant, Hambidge Center Residency Fellowship, and an Atlanta-Office of Cultural Affairs collaborative artist grant. She has been featured in a variety of publications including Studio Visit Magazine and New American Paintings.

**KYUNGMIN PARK: PLAYMATES**
**October 3 - October 31, 2013**
**ARTIST TALK: OCT 3, 4:00PM  RECEPTION: 5-7PM**

Inspired by the curiosity and imaginative perspective of children, Park's work seeks to create a place beyond the boundaries that exist in our adult world while also addressing the emotional, darker emotions that plague people of all ages. Originally from South Korea, Park began studying ceramics while living in Seoul. In 2006, she transferred to the New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University where she earned her B.F.A. and went on to receive her M.F.A. from the University of Georgia. She currently teaches ceramics at Auburn University and her work can be seen at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport through January 2014.

**3RD BIENNIAL ALUMNI ART EXHIBITION**
**November 8 - December 12, 2013**
**RECEPTION: FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8, 7-9PM**

The third biennial exhibition provides a valuable opportunity for established and emerging alumni artists to present their work and to promote the UGA Art Department. The opening reception provides an extraordinary evening of art, showcasing new works and a wonderful chance to socialize and catch up with alumni, students, faculty, and friends. Additional events include panel talks by alumni and participation in Art Incend events. Artwork and awards will be selected by former West Georgia College professor and award winning artist Don Cooper.

**RAE GOODWIN: GRANDMOTHERS ARE SUPER-HEROES!**
**January 9-30, 2014**
**ARTIST TALK: JANUARY 30 4PM / CLOSING RECEPTION: 5-7PM**

Rae Goodwin is an artist based in Lexington, Kentucky whose work in performance, community engagement, photography, and sculpture examines the construction of identity, aspects of family history, and influences maternal ancestry, as well as gender-based assumptions about freedom, the unknown, and community. Grandmothers Are Super-Heroes! is a project that celebrates the powers of managing the everyday through generation and illustrates heroism in the daily and the seemingly mundane. Goodwin received her BFA from Winthrop University and has shown her work in the US and abroad. Rae is a part of SuperNova Performance Art Festival and Brooklyn International Performance Art Festival. She currently serves on the Faculty of the University of Kentucky as Director of Art Foundations.

**ANNUAL JURIED STUDENT EXHIBITION**
**February 13-March 13, 2014**
**OPENING RECEPTION & AWARD PRESENTATION: FEBRUARY 13**

The strongest work from UWG students is selected by an independent juror and celebrated in this highly anticipated exhibition. A variety of media and techniques are presented.

**VALERIE ZIMANY: PORCELAIN FEVER**
**March 27- April 24, 2014**
**ARTIST TALK: APRIL 3, 4PM/ RECEPTION 5-7PM**

As an artist formally trained in Japan, Zimany’s work appropriates traditional practices in ceramic and decorative arts to bring to light the ability to reassess modern presumptions of culture, identity, and history. As a result, and most importantly, the artworks are a celebration of the unknown, the original, and the unexpected. An Assistant Professor of Ceramics at Clemson University, Zimany received her MFA from the University of the Arts, Philadelphia, PA, before traveling to Japan as a Fulbright Fellow in Ceramics Art History. After completing her MFA studies at Kanazawa College of Art in Japan, Zimany spent three years on a city-sponsored residency at the Utatsuyama Craft Workshop in Kanazawa, Japan.

**2013-2014 BOBICK GALLERY EXHIBITION SCHEDULE**
**DEPARTMENT OF ART /// UNIVERSITY OF WEST GEORGIA**